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1. INTRODUCTION
In 1962 Eberlein [2] proposed a Jacobi-like norm-reducing method for the
eigenproblem of nonnormal matrices. Since that epochmaking article seve-
ral authors [1,6,7,9,12,13,14,15] analysed, modifíed and improved that
algorithm. In [11] Sameh developed, on base of Eberlein's procedure a
Jacobi-like method for a parallel computer. The aim of this paper ls to
put forward a unified approach for Jacobi-like norm-reducing transforma-
tions and to apply that approach [o elucidate and improve Sameh's
method.
In Jacobi-like norm-reducing procedures shear matrices W are used in
R,,m
similarity transformations in order to reduce the Euclidean norm of the
current matrix: A' - WR1mAWR~m With successive executions of these
transformations one aims to reach an almost normal matrix that can be
(almost) diagonalized with unitary transformatione. This solves approxi-
mately the eigenproblem.
The unimodular shear WR m diEfers from the unit matrix In in the (R,m)-
plane. For convenience let be
WR~m -(t S) E IR2x2
~ ps - qr - 1'
to be called the (R,m)-restriction of W~~m. Since the Euclidean norm is
invariant under orthogonal transformations, the optimal norm-reducing
shear WR~m is determined except for an orthogonal factor, say QR~m. Ma-
trices S, P E IRnxn will be called row-congruent if S a PQ for some or-
[hogonal matrix Q, notation S~ P. It is easy to see that S and P are






p fq prFqs ~ x z
prfqs r2ts2 - (z y I
2 2 2 2
x- x(WR~m) - P f q . Y- Y(WR m) s r t s . z 3 z(WR~m) ' Pr f qs .2
will be called the Euclidean parameters of WR~m [7). So row-congruent
shears with the same pivot pair share their Euclidean parameters and
effectuate the same Euclidean norm of the transformed matrix:
V ~ W " tV 1 AV 1 ~ IW 1 AW 1.
fC,m R,m k,m k,m E 1C,m R,m E
We asswne W to be unimodular so
R,m
x,y ~ 0, xy - zz s 1
The subset
H-{ix,Y.z) E IIt~~xy - z2 ~ 1~ x~Y ~ 0}
is the positive sheet of the elliptic hyperboloid xy - z2 m 1.
Section 2 describes the sequential optimal norm-reducing process and is
preparatory for the other sections. In the second section we present the
calculation that proofs the existence of a quadratic function
IWR1mAWR~mMÉ a f(x,Y,z:A) a ax f Sy t 2Yz f(-axtuytuz)2 f const., x,Y,
z beinK the Euclidean parameters of unimodular shear WR~m and a,B,Y.a.u,
u are constants derived from A. In case p, q, r, s of WR~m are complex
numbers, then the Euclidean parameters of WR~m are
x~ IPIZ } Iql2 , y~ Ir12 } Is~Z , z a pr i- qs.
~
These quantities are the non-trivial elements of W W . The unifying
R,m fC,m
effect oE the Euclidean parameters for the descríption of IW 1 AW 1 R,m R,m
can be seen in table 1. Each row gives the parametrization used by that
author.3
W (x.Y.z) Rm
le-iscos w-eiasín w x-y-cosh 2v Eberlein [2]
ia is
,w - utiv
i(a-s) é sin w e cos w z--e sin 2v
ia osh v -ie sính v x-y-costi 2v Ruhe [9]
~ ia
~
ia ie si nh v cosh v z--ie sinh 2v
cos a sin a cosh v sinh v x-cosh 2vfsin 2a sinh 2v Eberlein, ~
y-cosh 2v-sin 2a sinli 2v Boothroyd [4]
-sin a cos a sinh v cosh v z-cos 2a sinh 2v Sameh [11]
cos a sin a 1 6 x-lfbzcos2a-Fb
2 z
sin 2a Voevodln [15]
y-1-~b sin or~b sin 2a
-sin a cos a 0 1 z-b cos 2a-b2sin2a Veselic [13]
(cosh v sinh v x-y-cosh 2v Dollinger [1]
lsinh v
~
cosh v z-sinh 2v
Table 1. Norm-reducing shears and their Euclidean parameters
The simplicity of function f on H enables the computation of the row
congruent unimodular shears W~ m that minimíze IIW~1mAWR
mnE'
With a well
chosen pivot-strategy {(kk,mk)~ the optimal norm-reducing shears W
Rk,mk'
k E IN, generate a sequence {Ak}, where A1 ~ A and Ak}1 - WRk~mkAkW~k
mk .
such that this sequence converges to the set of normal matrices, i.e.
C(Ak) :- AkAk - AkAk i 0(~k i~).
The matrix C(Ak) is called the commuta[or of Ak and measures the nonnor-
malíty of Ak [3,5].
Just as well in Sameh's Jacobi-like algorithm the formula for the norm-
reduction becomes simple with the F.uclidean parametrization of the
parallel performed transformations.
In section 3 we describe the construction of an optimal parallel trans-
fonnation. The convergence to normality by preconditioned norm-reducing4
parallel shears i s discussed in section 4. The preconditioning transfor-
T
mation QjA~o~ - Aj, j- 1,2,..., where Q~ i s a direct sum of orthogonal
shears, annihilates the elemente
cZR-1 2R' R s 1,...,n~2, of C(A~), This
.
pretreatment before the optimal norm-reducing transformation
A~ 3 W~IAjW~, where Wj i s a direct sum of n~2 identical shears, achieves
the norm-reduction to be large enough for convergence to normality,
C(Af) i 0(~ ~ m).
tierrl~n `íy~lveH implementntionral detatle of the ~roceHK.5
2. UNIMODULAR SHEAR TRANSFORMATIONS
Let A-( ai~) be a real nxn matrix and WQ~m a unimodular shear. Let be
(p S) the (Q,m)-restriction of WR~m, ( x,y,z) the Euclidean parameters
of WQ~m, i.e.
x- p2 t q2 , y- r2 f s2 , z- pr -F qs ,
with
x,y ~ 0 and xy - z2 - 1.
With easy but tedious calculations we obtain
THEOREM 2.1. [7]. If WQ~m is a unimodular shear with Euclidean parame-
ters (x,y,z), then
nWQ1mAWQ~mIIÉ - fCx,Y,z;A) f a t e
where












Y- iEl aikaim aRiami) ' u~ aQR amm
n 2




(aRkamm) - 2(aRRamm aRmamR)
(E' means summation except for Q,m). ~6
With the Lagrange function
L(x,y,z,p) a f(x,y,z;A) - p(xy-z2-1)
one derives that the Lagrange multiplier p together with
T :- ~(x,y,z) : -ax f „y ~ uz
has to satisfy the equations
p2tET2-2Dr-F ~ 0
(ptE)i - D - 0
where
D- au - sa - Yu , F- ag - Y2.
THEOREM 2.2. (5]. If D and F are not both equal to zero, then
min{f(x,y,z;A)~ ( x,y,z) E H} - f(R,9,2) ,
where
R s 2uD t BCPfE) 9--2aD ~- a(P~-E) ~ a-uD - Y(PfE)
P( PfE) ' P ( PfE) ' P( PfE)
Here p is the unique root of the quartic equation
(PfE)2(P2-F) - DZ(2ptE) s 0
(2.4)
for which root holds p~ min(O,E). 0
An accurate investigation of the minimization problem givea that the
infimum of f on the unbounded subset ll of IIt3 í s not assumed when
D~ 0 n F~ 0 ~(a-FgsO ~(E~o ~ atu)). Then the í ntersection of the
planes ax f gy f 2Yz ~ 0 and -ax t uy f uz ~ 0 is in the tangent cone7
xy - z2 - 0 of H.
With the new variables
w - (x-Y)l2 , t - t(w.z) - (xfY)~2 - ~lfw2fz2
we get
IIW 1 AW tl2 -(crts)t t(a-B)w ~ 2yz f((u-a)t-(ufa)wtuz)2 t o t e- R,m R,m E '
g(w.z;A) (2.5)
The relation between the commutator of A and the partial derivatives of
g is given in
TIiRC~HH.r~ ~?.3. [7,t~~1. Ir c(A) ~(~,i ~) :3nd IIw~ImnwQ~mn~ - K(w.~:n), wh~r~
w ~ (x-y)~"L, then ~
~ (0,0) - cQR - cmm . ag (0.0) - 2c~.
Moreover
nWR1mAWR mllÉ ~ min{g(w,z;A)I(w,z) E g~}
. .
iff
cR~ - cmm ~ cRm - 0 ,
where
(ci~) - C(WR1mAW~~m).
Without proof we mention




starting from AO - A be con- i`~}r
p~ -1 p~
-k -
Wkk.mkZc-1WRk,mk ' k - 1,2,...a
where (4,k,mk) is the pivotpair selected according to rule
(cRk~Rk(Ak)-cmk~mk(Ak))2 f 4cRk~mk(Ak) ~ n n-1
IC(Ak)IÉ (2.7)










C(Ak) i 0 (k ~~). O
For the sequal it is important to note that in the proof of this theorem
a suboptimal shear V ia constructed. This suboptimal V already
Rk'mk ~1c'mk
suffices to reduce the norm as in (2.8). V is the product of two
R1c'mk
shears 01 ~m DR ~m . OR ~m is an orthogonal shear that annihilates
k k k k k k
element ct ~m of the commutator and D~m is a diagonal shear with
k k R1c k
-1 ~ T
Euclidean parameters (xk,xk ,0). Since az (0,0; 0~
mkAk-1QRk,mk) a 0,
.
we take z, the third Euclidean parameter of D~ ~m , equal to zero. A
k k
Newton iteration in the minimization of x i f(x,x-1,0; QT a Q )
R,k,mk ~c-1
Ak'mk
gives xk for D . This suboptímal V already gives norm-reduction
R,k'mk ik'mk
(2.8). The conclusion C(Ak) ~ 0 follows from the Eberleín inequality
[3,5]:
IAIÉ - E ~ai~2 ~ 6 IC(A)IÉIIAIÉ .
i~ 19
3. PARALLEL IllENTICAL NORMREDUCING SHEARS
Let the matrix A be real and oE even order n- 2k. Then it can be parti-
tioned as follows
~All A12 " ' Alk
A- ~ A21 A22 "' AZk
IAkI Ak2 ... Akk
where each submatrix is given by
a2R,-1,2m-1 a2R-L,2m
A~~m - , R,m - 1,...,k.
a2k,2m-1 a2R„2m ~
For convenience define
~R.,m '- a2k,2m-1' uR,m '- a2R-1,2m' a~„m '- a2~,-1,2m-1'
S2,m ~- a2R.,2m' uQ,m '- a~,,m - B~m. Jt,m a 1,...,k. (3.1)
Let





Si ' ~ pigi - 9iri ~ 1, t ~ 1,...,k. (3.2)
ri silo
As before x~s p2 t q2, y - r2 t s2, z - p r t q s, i- 1,...,k;
i' i i i' í i i' i i 2 1 i
they are the Euclidean parameters of Si, so xiyi - zi 3 1.
Then
, -1
ARm s SR ARmsm
or, equivalently
a' u' Rm R.m
aR aR , ,
m m
, R ,m - 1,...,k.
Trivially one finds
THEOREM 3.1. For each pair ( R,m), k,m ~ 1,...,k, NAR,mNE is a bilinear





~R,m sR,m 2 ~k,mSR,m
2 2
aR~m uR~m 2aR~m~R~m ym
r2a a -2s u -2(a s ta u z O 1C,m k,m R,m k,m R,m R,m 1C,m R,m m
Completely analogous to theorem 2.3 we get
THEOREM 3.2. For each i E{1,...,k} let be
wi .- (xí-yi)Iz , ti :- (xityi)l2 s (ltwitzi)~.
Then is NW lAWNF is a bilinear functlon of ([í,wí,zi), í- 1,...,k and
as such a function g(w,z), where w~(wl,..,,wk), z~(zl,..,,zk). More-
ove r
ag a
awi (o'o) ' `21-1,21-1 - ~21,21 ' 2z1 (o,o) - 2c21-1,z1 '11
where (ci~) - ATA - AAT. O
The complexity of the unconstrained minimization of g(w,z) forces the
restriction to a simpler minimization problem with fewer varíables.
Therefore we consider, following Sameh [11],
W - díag(S1,SZ,...,Sk),
with Si - S-(t S), ps - qr - 1, 1- 1,...,k, to be called a parallel
identical shear. The computation of W-lAW i s readily adapted to parallel
computation. As in the foregoing let be
x- P2 f q2 . Y- r2 t s2 , z- pr t qs ,
the Euclidean parameters of S. Analogous to theorem 2.1 we formulate for
this parallel shear transformation
THEOREM 3.3. If W is a k-fold direct sum of shears S- S1 -.
with Euclidean parameters (x,y,z) then
Sk
-1 2 k IIW AWAE - E (-aR mx}uR, my~-v~ mz)2~(xY-z2) f K. (3.3)
R.,m-1 ' ' '
The quantities a~~m, uR m, uR m are defined in (3.1) and
~ .
k





A~ m - g-lAg - , ~ , . ~ . uR~m - aR~m - s~~m
a' a' 2,m R,m
Then
(3.4)
IIA' AZ - (v' -a' )2 f (tr(A' ))Z - 2 det(AR~m) Q,m F. R,m R,m R,m12
a(u~~~aR~m)2 t(tr(AR~m))2 - 2 det(AR~m).
Since (ps-qr)2 - xy - z2 and
we have
, 2 2
uR'm - s uR~m - q aR~m t qs uR~m
~ 2 2
aR~m - p aR~m - r uR~m t pr uR~m
(V~ m-aR m)2 ~(-J~k mx}~k my}uR
mz)2.
. . , . .
This proofs (3.3). ~
Since pW IAWqÉ i s an homogeneous function of the Euclidean parameters of
the nonsingular shear S, without loss of generality we may assume xy -
z2 - 1 with x,y ~ 0.
To avoid cumbersome formulae we introduce the following notation
2
bl :- -(~11,~12,...,~1k,~21,...,~kk) E IRk .
2
b2 -' (Vll.u12....,ulk,~21,...,ukk) E IItk ,
2
b3 : (ull,u12,...,ulk,u21,...,ukk) E IItk .
2
B :- B(A) :- (bl,b2,b3) E ~k x3~ P :~ (P1.P2.P3)T :~ (x.Y.z)T.
0 } 0




As a simple consequence of theorem 3.1 we get
THEOREM 3.4. If W is a unimodular parallel identical shear wi[h Eucli-
dean parameters P a(x,y,z) , then
~W lAW1E ~ ~Bp12 f K,13
where K as given in (3.4) and B in (3.6). The Euclidean parameters
satísfy the restriction
T
p Hp - 1, pl ~ 0.
The minimtzation of NBpR subject to p Hp - 1 leads to a generalized
eigenproblem. We first present a method for solving this minímization
problem in case rank(B) - 3.
r 3X3 THEOR~1 3.5. Let be rank (B) - 3 and B- OR, with Q Q - I and R E lR
T
uppertriangular. Let be p- ( x,y,z) the vector of theEuclidean para-
meters of S in W- diag(S,S,...,5) that minimizes RW LAWqE. Then Rp is
an eigenvector corresponding with the unique positive eigenvalue of
R HR 1.
PROOF. The function f Z (p;A) - IIBlII assumes a minimum on I!. For if
M- IIR(1,1,0)Tq, and V:- {p E II23Itl~ll ~ MNR LR} n ]] , then RBpll ~ M
if p E H`V. Continuity and compactness arguments prove the existence of
a minimum. The stationarity conditions of the Lagrange function L(p,p) -
2 T T -
RB~II - p(p HP - 1) are p HQ - 1 and
(BT B - px)p - 0.
Hence
(R 7HR-1-p-11)Rg - 0;
-r
so p is an eigenvalue of R HR . The eigenvalue p-1 correspondíng with
R is positive as follows from convex programming arguments. LZ P
Now we i nvestigate the minimization of f on H in the particular cases
that rank(B) ~ 3.
THEOREM 3.6. Let be rank(B) L 1 and range(BT) ~ span(tl,t2,t3)T. Then
(i) min{MBpplp E H} - 0 , t3 - 4t1t2 ~ 0,
(ii) min{qBPpIP E H} ~ 014
(iii) inf{ABpA~P E fl} - 0 , t3 - 4t1t2 z 0,
thís i nfimum ta no[ aaaumed for finíte P E!l.
PROOI.. F;vidently ABpA - c tlp~~.[2p~tt3P~ for raome c~O.
(1) The eyuatíon tlpl
}[2p2 } t3p3 s 0 determtnes zi aolu[íon curvo ~
on H. The parametric form of r is
P(a) -(a,a 1,0)T , tl - t2 - 0
P(a) -(-t3a~t1,-tl(1f~12)I(t3a),a)T , tlt3 ~ 0, t2 - 0(, P1 ~ 0)
P(a) - (-t2(lfa2)I(t3a),-t3J1lt2,a)T , t2t3 ~ ~ . tl - 0 (P1 ~ 0)
P(a)-(2(-t,latD)Itl,2(-t3afD~t2,a)T , D-(t3-4t1t2)a2-4t1t2)~~0, tlt2~()
In each of the cases obviously one of the two branches of r is onfi.
(ii) The positive minimum on H is assumed for
p - (4t1t2-t3)-~t1I~t1~(2t1,2t2,-t3)T
(iii) Let be tL,t2 ~ 0. The plane
tlpl } t2p2 -F
t3p3 z 0 contacts the
cone L } 8 : P(a) ~ a(2t2,2t1,-t3)T,
{P~plp2 S p3' P1 ~ ~ alon the lime L
a~ 0. It follows that ABpI ~ 0 on Fl, for L n N~~1.
Now we describe a curve r on H of which L is in the asymptote:
r: P- 2 u(tlft2)-1(2t2,2t1,-t3) t~ u-1(tlft2)-1(2t1~2t2,t3). u~ o.
On this curve we find, using the fact that 4t1t2 ~ t3
tlpl t t2p2 } t3p3 s(tl}t2)~u
~ 0 for u i~. The infimum 0 of IBpG on
H is not assumed. ~
In a símilar way one derives the next theorem for the case that
rank(B) - 2.
THEOREM 3.7. Let be rank(B) ~ 2 and N(B) - span (tl~t2,t3)T. Then
min{ABpA~p E H} a 0 , tlt2 ~ t315
min{nBpp~p E H} ~ 0
inf{IlBpll ~p E H} - 0
. tlt2 ~ t3
~ tlt2 - t3 ~
this infimucn i s not assumed for finite p
REMARK. C:- {t E IR3~t1 ~ 0, 4t1t2 ~ t3} is the positive dual cone of
K:- {p E IlZ3~p1 ~ 0, plp2 ~ p3}, i.e. C- KO :- {t E IR3~(t,P) ~ 0,
y p E K}. For if tlpl - 0, then t E C en p E K implies t E K0. If tlpl t 0
then from t E C and p E K follows (t,p)
-(2t1p1}t3p3)2~(4t1p1) ~ 0'
Hence C C K0. -




t2p2 }-t3p2p3 } tlp3 ~ 0 for each p E K with p2 ~ 0. This
implies t E C. If (t,p) ~ 0 for p E K with p2 - 0 then evidently KO C C. 0
At the ending of this section we demonstrate that minimization of
nW IAWIIÉ, considered as a function of the Euclidean parameters of the
unimodular S in W- diag(S,S,...,5), effectuates the annihilation of a
part of C(W LAW).
Preparatory we introduce new variables, t and w:
x- t f w, y- t- w
Since xy - z2 - 1, x,y ~ 0 on H, t- t(w,z) z(1~-w2tz2)~.
With the variables w and z we find a new expression g(w,z;A) for
MW LAWhÉ.
(3.7)
g(w,z;A) - II(blfb2)t t(bl-b2)w f b3zll2 t K, w,z E IR (3.8)
THEOREM 3.8. Let be C' -(ci~) - C(W-lAW), where W is the direct sum of
k unimodular shears. If t-(x-ty)~2, w-(w-y)~2 then
k c2R-1,2R.-1 - c2R,,2k 2(p2}s2-q2-rZ) Pr-qs gw(w,z;A)
E - I(3.9)
k~l ~
2c2R-1,2R, p~rs p~qr óz(w.z;A)16
k k
For the elements of C' holds E(c' -c' )~ E c' - 0
R~1 2R,-1,2R-1 2k,2R Ral 2R-1,2k
iff g is stattonary.
n
PROOF. Since E cii ~ 0,
ia 1
k k k
E(c2R-1,22-1-c21C,2R.) s 2 E
c2fC-1,2lt-1 S 2 E ((akm)2-(uRm)2) (3.10)
k-1 Rs i R, ms 1
k
- 2 E ((ukm ~km)t-(uRmtaRm)wfuRmz)((92-p2)aRm ( r2-s2)u~f(p~qs)uRm).
R,m31
where
~Rm s a2R,2m-1 ' uRm a a21C-1,2m ' R,m a 1,...,k.
Similarly
m k
~ 3 , ~ - ~
RE1c2R-1,2k
R mg1uRm uRm ~km)
.
k
a E ((uRm ~fGm)t-(uRm~km)wfuRmz)(-2pq ~Rm~1-2rs uRm}(ps-qr)uRm)
R,m31
with
u' 3 a' - a' Rm 2R-1,2m-1 2R,2m ' R'm ' 1,...,k.
Further, as follows from (3.8)
(3.11)
8 k ~ (w,z;A) - 2 E
((ulGm ~Rm)t-(uRmfJlRm)wFURmz)((ukm
~Rm) t -(uRm}~Rm)) R,m~l
k
~ (w,z:A) - 2 E ((uRm ~Rm)t-(uRmflRm)wi-uRmz)((URm-~Rm)
C }uRm). k,m~l17
With simple but tedious calculations one verifies (3.9). Since
2 (p2fs2-q2-r2)(p~4r)-(pq-rs)(pr-qs) - 2 (ps-4r)(p2fq2tr2fs2) ~ t ~ 1,
k k
we conclude
E(c2R-1,21t-1-c2R,2P,) - E c2X,-1,2R - 0 iff gW ~ gz - 0. O
k-1 1C-1






PROOF. Substitute p- s- 1, q - r- 0 in (3.9). ~18
4. THE PRECONDITIONED PARALLEL SHEARS METHOD
This section describes the norm-reducing transformation
A' - W 1QTAQW - W 1(0 TAQ)W (4.1)
where
Q e diaK(Rl....,Qk) . W- diaK(5,...,5) ,
wlth
(4.2)
cos ~R sin ~R
QR - ~ 2 C~R ~ 2, R a 1,...,k. (4.3)
-sin ~R cos ~R
and
S- (r s) , ps - qr ~ 1. (4.4)
As ln St~meh's algorlthm [ll] the precondlttoninF; orthogonal matrix Q is
chosen such thxt grad g(O,O;Q AQ) has maxlmal length. On base of theorem
3.9 one derives
THEOREM 4.1. Let be Q a diag(Q1,...,Qk), with QR, R- 1,...,k, as given
in (4.3) and let be
c2R-1,2R-1 - c2k,2R
~R(A) - vR - , R ~ 1,...,k. (4.5)
2c2k-1,2R
Then the maximum length of grad g(O,O;Q AQ) with respect to Q equals
k
E MvRi and is assumed for
R.-1
cos 2~R (1,0)T , if vR ~ 0
. ~~R~~4-
-sin 2~R AvQI-lvo , if vo ~ 0
(4,6)19
with thís Q: gZ(O,O:QrAQ) - 0.
PROOE. It follows from [heorem 3.9 that
k c2k-1,2k-1 - c2k,2lC
grad g(O,O;OTAO) - E
where (cij) - C(()TAQ).







cos2~R sin2~R -2 cos ~R sin ~R c2k-1,2R-1
sin2~R cos2~R 2 cos ~R sin ~R c2k,2X,
(cos ~R sin ~R -cos ~~ sin ~~ cos2 mR - sin2~R
c2k-1,2R
C' - C~ C~1R 2~ - RíTI 2l6 (: - C
2Q-~,!?,-~ 2k,ZR ~ e. R 2Q-1,2P,-~ ÍP„2k
a I f
2c2R-1,2K ` sin 2~R cos 2~R
2c2k-1,2R
i.e.
~~(O~AQR) - Q~2~Q(A) . A - 1,...,k. (4.7)
T k
Hence grad g(0,0;0 AQ) - E QQ2v~. The Euclidean norm of g(O,O;Q ÁQ) is
k-1
maximal with respect to the rotation parameters ~,..., of 0
1 ~k Q1' "'' k
iff the vectors QR2vR, ~, - 1,...,k, have the same direction. With the
orthogonal matrices Q~ I}t2X2, R- 1,...,k, given by (4.6) we get
-2 T k
OR vR - IIvQN(1,0)T. Thus grad g(0,0;0 AO) - E pv~N(1,0)T and
gy(O.O,QTAO) - 0.
R-1 p
R~tARK. Fxcept for the (permitted large) range(- x x] of the rotation
2 ' 2
angles ~R, q, - 1,...,k, the matrix 0 in theorem 4.1 efEectuates Jacobi
annihalitions of
c2~,-1,2JC, ~ - 1,...,k.20
THEOREM 4.2. Let be Q an orthogonal matrix as deflned in (4.2), (4.3)
and (4.6). Then there exists a diagonal matrix W s diag(x~,x-~,...,
x~,x-~) such that
k
NANÉ - NW lOTAOWNÉ ~ 8 NANE2 E NvR12,
ICs 1 -
(4.8)
where vR as defined in (4.5). 2
PROOF. Let be A' a OTAQ and B' ~(bi,b2,b3) E IK- X3, according to
(3.6). Let be W ~ diag(5,...,5), where ( x,z 1,0) are the Euclidean para-
meters of the unimodular matrix S. Then ít follows from theorem 3.2 that
NW lAWNÉ a Mxbi t x 1bZN2 t constant
1. If NbiNNb2N t 0 then Nxbi t x-1b2N is minimal for x~(NbiN~Nb2N)~.
With the Euclidean parameters ((NbiN~Nb2N)~, (Nb2N~lbiN)~,0) the de-
crease of the Euclidean norm equals
NAtl2 - NW lA'WN2 ~ NAN2 - NW 1Q AQWN2 a(Nb'N-Nb'1)2. E E E E -1 -2
Hence, as follows from (3.10),
Mb'N - Nb'N - (Nb'N~-Nb'N)-1(Nb'N2-Nb'N2) ~ -1 -2 -1 -2 -1 -2
~ 2 (NbiNtNb2N)-lgw(O,O:A').
Now NbiB f Nb2N ~ J2(Nb1N2tNb2N2)~ ~ TNA'NE a ~2NANE and
k k k
gw(O,O:A') ~
E(c2R-1 2R.-1-c2R,2R) - E NvR(OTAQ)A a E NvR(A)N
ks 1 ' Aa 1 ks 1
as can be seen from (4.7). Conaequently
NAN2 - NW 1QTAQWp2 ~ 1 -2 k 2 1 -2 k 2
E E~ 8 tlAIE ( E NvRN) ~ 8 NANE E Nv N.
k-1 s R-1 -~21
2. In case bl ~ 0 and b2 - 0, choose x so small that, x2 ~ 1-
R IIAIlF211b~112. Then -
r
IIAIIh-tlW ~U AQWIIE - Nbl
for
k
Z-x2phitl2 ~~ IIANE211b1114 i g NAMFL E Nv~N2, - - - - ~~1 -
k k k
Ilbill2 -
E(c2k-1,2R-1-c2R.,2R) - E NvR(OTAO)II - E NvRll.
- 1C-1 R-1 - R.-1 -
3. In case bl - 0 and b2 ~ 0, similarly, choose x so large that
x2 ~(1- ~ NANE2Nb2q2)-~. Once again (4.8) holds.
The p[votstrategy which must guarantee that the F.uclidean norm decreases
in sufficient degree for convergence to normality [3,4] will be derived
from lowerbound (4.8). Therefore we need
THEOREM 4.3. There exísts a set of k disjunct index pairs (kj,mj) with
Rj ~ mj, j- 1,...,k, such that
k




E(cRR-cmm)L - 2(~rl) F. c~R - 2 E cRRcmm'
R ~m ~,z1 Q~tn
n n 2 n 2
But since E cRR - 0, ( E c~R) - E cRR t E cR~cmm - 0.
R.-1 k-1 R-1 R~in
Whence for n ~ 2
n n
E(c -c )2 - 2n E c2 ~ 4 E c2
k~m
R.R mm k-1 1tR - R-1 JC~.
Consequently
E ((cRRcmm)2f4c~m) ~ 4NC(A)IIÉ. (4.10)
li,tm -z2
Let be S2 the collection of all sets w of k distinct index pairs (Rj,mj).
i
The number of sets w in Sl is n'k , and each pair (p„m) with p, s m oc-
(n-2)!
k!2




cmm)2t4cRm) s E E ((cRk cmm)2t4cRm) -
wE f2 (R.,m) E,~ k~m wE S2
(R,m)E ~
t
- (k- )i2k-1 R~((cftR
cmm)2f4cRm)
Hence the mean of E ((cR~cmm)2f4Rm) over all w E fl equals
( R,m) E ~
( nl )-1 -(n-2 I
g ((c -c )2f4c2 ) ~ (crl)-1 E ((c -c )2f4c2 ).
k k-1 !t fC mm Rm 1C R mm Rm k!2 (k-1)!2 R,~m R~m
This result, together with (4.10), proofs the theorem. O
THEOREM 4.4. Let a sequence {Aj} atarting with AO - A, be constructed
recursively by
Aj - (PjOjWj)-lAj-lPjQjWj , j a 1,2,..., (4.11)
where in each step k disjunct index pairs (R(j),m(j)),...,(E(j),m(j)) 1 1 k k
are selected according to rule (4.9). Pj is a permutation with
Pj(R(j),m(j),...,R(j),m(j)) a(1,2,...,n-l,n) , Qj is a preconditioníng 1 1 k k
orthogonal block diagonal matrix as described in (4.2), (4.3), (4.6) and
Wj - diag(xj,xj~,...,xj,xj~) that reduces the Euclidean norm of
(PjOj)-lAj-lPjOj as described in theorem 4.2. Then {Aj} converges to
normality.
PROOF. {RAjAF} decreases monotonically and is bounded below. Therefore
ój :~ RAj-1NÉ - RAjRÉ i 0(,j -. m). Since by theorem 4.2 and theorem 4.4
k
ój ~ á RARE2 E IvR((PjQj)-lAj-lPjQj)R2
R~ 1
j j-1 j-1 j j 2 1 -2
~ 2(n-1)
RARE2IC((P Q) A P Q) RE ' 2(n-1)
RAIE MC(Aj-1)IE,23
we have lim C(A~) - 0. p
jaW
THEOREM 4.5. Let {A~} be constructed recursively by
Aj - (P~o~w~)-1A~-1P.iQiwj (4.12)
with pivot strategy, P3 and Od as i n theorem 4.4 but Wj an optimal pa-
rallel norm-reducing shear as described in the theorem 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5.
Then {Aj} converges to normality.
PROOF. dj - IIAj-1~É - IIAjNÉ ~ 0( ,j -. m) for now Wd is even optimal. As
in the preceding theorem C(Ad) i 0(,j i~).
RF2IARK. When A~ is almost normal an orthogonal transform Á:- U A~U of
A~ such that U(A~f(A~~) )U is diagonal approximately exhibits the eigen-
values of A provided the spectrum has the following property: if u t iu,
u~ 0, is a pair of conjugate eigenvalues of A, then no other eigenva-
lues wit}i real part u is in the spectrum of A[7,8].
In each step of the norm-reducing process one may choose the specimen in
the set of row equivalent shears that optimally contributes to the dia-
gonalisation of the symmetric part of the current matrix.24
5. IMPLEMENTATIONAL ASPECTS OF THE ALGORITHM
The parallel norm-reducing process described in the preceding section is
summarized as follows:
ALGORITHM 5.1. Gíven A E IRnxn with n- 2k the following algorithm over
writes A with U lAll.
Do until NC(A)IF, C óeApF ~ I(aR~amm)atm ~~ dAA1F, k t m, where d-
machepq,
(i) decermine k disjunct index pairs ( ltj,mj), j ~ 1,...,k, such that
k
~E1((cR~~R~-cIDj~mj)2f4c~,~mj) ~ ~1 RC(A)IÉ (5.1)
(ii) If P~(e ,e ,...,e ,e ), ej being the j-th unit vector, then
~1 ml tk mk
r
A :- P AP (5.2)
(iii) for X, - 1,...,k.
Determine cos ~R and sin ~R, -n~2 ~~R ~ n~2 from
cos 2Q1 z (c2R-1,2R-1-c2R,,2Q)IN
~ sin 2~~ a -2c2R-1 2R,N .
where
N ~ ((c -c )2 f 4c2 )~
2fC-1,2R-1 2R,2R 21C-1,2R '
If
c22-1,2fC -






where Q - dlag(Q1,...,Ok), wíth
OR -
(iv) Compute
cos y sin ~~j
? Q
-sin ~Q cos ~R
B.- ( F






. SY ~ 0 (5.8)
2 (1- 8 nAIlE2s2)~
cR
, S ~0, y-0 (5.9)
(5.10)
(v) Find
2(1- 8 IIAIlE2y2)-~ , Y~ 0. s- 0
1 , S - Y - 0 (5.11)




R a2R,2R-lX2 } a2R-1,2k~X
(vi) Compute
A :- W-lAW
where W - diag(W1,...,Wk) with
(5.12)
(5.13)26
x cos 9R x sin 9R
W~ ~ , k a 1,...,k.
-sin 9R~x cos 9~~x
(5.14)
The computatíon of C(A) already requires 0(n3) flops, so (i) is not a
practical course of action.
Inspired by the caterpillar permutations introduced by Brent and Luk for
systolic arrays we avoid the expensive search for an optimal set of k
distinct index pairs and perform a serial process. The caterpillar per-
mutation Pc will be illustrated for n- 8.
1 3 i 5 a 7
y




1 , i a 1
i 2 i 5
it2 , i ~ 2,4,...,2k-2
- , ~ ,I,...,Zk-1
i-1 , i a 3.
(5.15)
It is easy to see that P~1 - I.
c
ALGORITHM 5.2. Gíven A E lRnxn with n- 2k the following algorithm over-
writes A with U TAU.
Do until
IakR - ammllafCm } am~~ ~ dAARE (5.16)
(i) Perform the atages (iií), (iv, (v), and (vi) of algorithm 5.1.T
(ii) Compute A :- PAP , where P is the caterpillar per mutation given in
(5.14).
At the moment there is no proof of the convergence of the last algo-
rithm.
Let algorithm 5.2 be performed wíth p3rallel processors ~R, R~ 1,...,k
for the concurrent computation with pairs of rows or columns. The follo-
wing steps can be successively executed with the k parallel processors.
c2R-l,2R-1 ~ (A A)2R-1,2k-1
a.2)
c2k 2R r(A A)2R 2R. ~ 2n steps
. .
a.3)
c2R-1,2R ~ (A A)2R-1,2R
b.l)
c2R-1,2R-1 ~ c2fC-1,2R-1 - (AA )2R-1,2R-1
b.2)
c2R,2R r c2k,2k - (~ )2R.,2R
b.3)
c2R-1,22 ~ c2k-1,2R, - (AA )2R-1,2R
c. cos 2~R, sin Z~R accordíng [o (5.3)
d.l)
d.2)
a2R-1, i ck -sR a2Jt-1, i
r
a2k,i sR ck a2k,i
a
ai 2R sR c ai
1,2R-1 cR, ~sR ai,2R-1
f
k




, i - 1,...,n bn steps




E.2) B t( E SR)~ I
Re 1
Y ~ ( ~ YR)~
R,~ 1
E.3) x t (B~Y)~
f. Find cR ~ cos 9R, sR - sin 8R,













i,2R-1 ' ai,2R-11 I xcR xsR
lai,2lt
f
ai,2R f 1-sR~x cR~x
, i - 1,...,n 6n steps
The k processors are simultaneous active in each stage oE the process
except for state E.2. Without further refinements, this process needs in
each i teration 31 n steps, each sweep consists of n-1 í terations. Condi-
tion (5.16) holds after ~ log n sweeps. So ~(n log n) iterations of each
39 n parallel flops díagonalize A.
Recursive doubling in a, b, e.l and E.2 for the computatíon of innerpro-
ducts and the use of n CPU's in d and g gives a reduction to 6(log n)
steps per i teration.
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